The garlic bread is sooo good. "Tacoma Aroma." University of Puget Sound is awesome because I'm here. We have awesome lawns. Ron Tom is the head of our home. We have a tight-knit community. You actually get to know your classmates. I love singing along to the music in the library. Sometimes, I get to wear scary costumes. My professors have all sorts of accents. Super fun. Ron Tom is the man. It's so easy to be a Logger. Al Oppenheimer is cool. We're not preoccupied with mowing the lawn. The people here make a difference. You can wear high heels all the time, any day.

We have sassy professors. Oh Puge, Bricks of Red/Tress of green, fall foliage/Intertwined with the lawn... Pretty campus for Olive/To pursue knowledge. There's a constant supply of amazing coffee; people love it, but definitely coffee. Oppenheimer is like a snowglobe when it snows. Leggings are not passé. The education inspires so many questions. Fro-yo, yum. The cellar always feels like a party. How it feels like we're in a forest all the time. Writing sentences for the yearbook is so mainstream. If I had a nickel for every time they mowed the grass my tuition would be covered. Men actually dress nice here. We have a fun Ultimate Frisbee crowd. "Tacoma Aroma." University of Puget Sound is awesome because I'm here. We have awesome lawns. Ron Tom is the head of our home. We have a fun Ultimate Frisbee crowd. The professors sometimes booby-trap the doors. Monument breathtaking. Great hipster hunting. Nose is a world. Our colors are not gold and brown. I came, I partied, I learned. Our school is much better than PLU. Collins Memorial and I are in a serious relationship. Three years ago, I met my second family. We are awesome because we are a football team. There's a constant supply of amazing coffee; people love it, but definitely coffee. Oppenheimer is like a snowglobe when it snows. There's a constant supply of amazing coffee; people love it, but definitely coffee. We have a cat named Al. Waffle Weekend is a blast! The people here make a difference. You can wear high heels all the time, any day.

We have sassy professors. Oh Puge, Bricks of Red/Tress of green, fall foliage/Intertwined with the lawn... Pretty campus for Olive/To pursue knowledge. There's a constant supply of amazing coffee; people love it, but definitely coffee. Oppenheimer is like a snowglobe when it snows. Leggings are not passé. The education inspires so many questions. Fro-yo, yum. The cellar always feels like a party. How it feels like we're in a forest all the time. Writing sentences for the yearbook is so mainstream. If I had a nickel for every time they mowed the grass my tuition would be covered. Men actually dress nice here. We have a fun Ultimate Frisbee crowd. "Tacoma Aroma." University of Puget Sound is awesome because I'm here. We have awesome lawns. Ron Tom is the head of our home. We have a fun Ultimate Frisbee crowd. The professors sometimes booby-trap the doors. Monument breathtaking. Great hipster hunting. Nose is a world. Our colors are not gold and brown. I came, I partied, I learned. Our school is much better than PLU. Collins Memorial and I are in a serious relationship. Three years ago, I met my second family. We are awesome because we are a football team. There's a constant supply of amazing coffee; people love it, but definitely coffee. We have a cat named Al. Waffle Weekend is a blast! The people here make a difference. You can wear high heels all the time, any day.
The Tamanawas Staff is proud to present to you the 2011-2012 Tamanawas Yearbook!

This year we sought to showcase the students, staff, and professors of Puget Sound in all their glory. We believe that every person is a unique part of our campus community—and that the perspective of every one of these people is worth sharing.

Toward that end we sought to bring diverse perspectives of the University of Puget Sound into our book. Each member of our staff worked independently on these pages; that way, with every turn of the page you will not only find something new, but something new presented in a unique, personal way.

If you find in these pages everything that you love about our school, our community, and our home, then we have accomplished our goal. But we also hope that somewhere in this book you may get a glimpse of a perspective that you haven’t seen before.

Perhaps you’ll find a student club you didn’t know about, or maybe you’ll learn something new about one of the disciplines that students here study. Regardless, we hope that you enjoy browsing these pages—now and in years to come.

Thank you. See you next year!

Senior PDA Ads: 122

The Tamanawas Staff would like to thank each and every student, parent, and mentor who purchased a Senior Ad this year. Your contributions make the Tamanawas possible!
Puget Sound: 4
ASUPS, Media, Logjam, Homecoming, Weyerhauser, Cafes, Current Events, Campus News, Guest Speakers

Academics: 22
Art, Band, Choir, Foreign Languages and Cultures, Humanities, Orchestra, Sciences and Mathematics, Social Sciences, Theater, Exercise Science

Sports: 44
Baseball, Basketball, Crew, Cross Country, Football, Golf, Lacrosse, Soccer, Softball, Swimming, Tennis, Track and Field, Volleyball

Clubs: 72

People: 102
Langlow, Fraternities, Sororities, Theme Houses, Dorms

*Photo credit for Title page: Top, Max Honch. Middle, David Pendleton. Bottom, Allen Ward.*
Associated Students of University of Puget Sound (ASUPS)

ASUPS is an autonomous, student-run organization. It oversees its registered clubs and organizations, provides programming for the campus community, handles policy decisions that affect student life, maintains a student presence in the conduct/justice system, provides student representation on various committees across campus, and generally serves as the voice of the student body at Puget Sound (www.pugetsound.edu).

Executive Officers
Marcus Luther -- President
Garner Lanier -- Vice President
Adam Guzek -- Director of Business Services
Jessica Shiarella -- Director of Media/Outreach
Jacob Fuhrman -- Director of Technology Services
Daniel Bahr -- Assist. Director of Tech. Services

Senate
Sadie Boyers -- Senator At-Large
Casey Kolczyk -- Senator At-Large
Kristen Howley -- Senator At-Large
Scott Miller -- Senator At-Large/Pro-tem
Eric Hopfenbeck -- Greek Senator
Rosie Jaye -- Residence House Senator
Jess Yarbrough -- Senior Senator
Santiago Rodriguez -- Junior Senator
Sang-Won Kim -- Sophomore Senator
Edward Jones -- Residence Hall Senator
Maddie Waddell -- Senate Senator
Steve Rodgers -- Faculty Representative
Marta Palmquist -- DOS Representative
**Photo services** is the organization on campus that is responsible for taking the photos that appear in the Trail and Tamanawas. They also run the campus darkroom. Photo services consists of about 15 photographers.

"The best part about working for photo services is being able to actively engage in the campus community through photography."

-Jane Cornell, General Manager of Photo Services

**KUPS** is Puget Sound’s 100% student-run, non-commercial radio station. It includes programming in alternative, loud rock, hip-hop, electronic, and various other genres. KUPS, The Sound can be listened to at 90.1 FM and online through the Puget Sound website.

"Being a part of KUPS lets people share their love of music with the greater community!"

-Skye Pascall, General Manager
The Trail is Puget Sound's independent student newspaper. It is published weekly throughout the school year.

"The best part about working at the Trail is that it gives individual students the ability to start a campus-wide conversation."
-Zane Muller, Editor-in-Chief of the Trail

Crosscurrents is a literary arts magazine that is contributed to and run by Puget Sound students. It provides an opportunity for students to be published in a serious publication and allows the campus community to see the exciting things that are being produced within it.

"The best part of crosscurrents is seeing the creativity that abounds on campus."
-Amber Catford, Editor-in-Chief of Crosscurrents

Elements is Puget Sound's bi-annual scientific publication that includes articles about students' science related passions, research, and hobbies.

"Basically, we are a bunch of nerds whose goal is to encourage other nerds to show people how cool science is and to present it in a way that is less intimidating, more accessible to the community, and highly informative."
-Claire Simon, Co-Editor-in-Chief of Elements
Homecoming
September 16th & 17th, 2011

The Logger motto is "Once a Logger, always a Logger!" and Log Jam really showcases this idea. With tons of great clubs to sign up for, fireworks, prizes, and a movie under the stars, Log Jam is the much-anticipated start to the school year!

"All my life I wanna be a Logger!"

The Logger mascot, Grizz, strikes a pose with some Lady Loggers.

Students sign up for fun and interesting clubs to get connected on campus.

Music and food are just a couple of the many things to enjoy at Log Jam.
Log Jam
September 3rd, 2011

During Homecoming & Family Weekend, students get some much needed quality time with their families. The weekend also includes tons of fun activities, such as the Homecoming Football Game, a semi-formal dance, and the first annual Logger s-K Fun Run!

The Loggers face-off against the Sewanee Tigers in the big Homecoming game.

"Hack Hack! Chop Chop!"

The Loggers shake hands with the Sewanee Tigers after the game.

An alumni and a student bond during the Logger s-K Fun Run!

6 Laurence Stack. 7, 8 Ross Mulhausen.
On October 28, 2011, the William T. and Gail T. Weyerhaeuser Center for Health Sciences was formally opened and dedicated to the University of Puget Sound campus.

Psychology professor Robin Foster speaks at the dedication ceremony. Foster was instrumental in the design and construction of the new health sciences building.
During the summer of 2011, the Northern and Southern parts of campus were linked together with the Commencement Walk. Extending from Collins Memorial Library to Memorial Fieldhouse, this concrete masterpiece created a more unified campus dynamic. It is named for the Commencement procession that every graduate walks from Karlen Quad to Baker Stadium.
Diversions

5, 6, 7, 8, 9 Hattie Lindsley.
Current Events 2011-2012

Former Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi died October 20, 2011 in Libya after many months of civil war fighting. Gaddafi was the country's dictator for about 41 years.

The longtime dictator of North Korea, Kim Jong il died of a heart attack at 69 on December 17, 2011. Kim Jong il ruled since 1994.

The Occupy Wall Street movement began in September 2011. It is a movement that primarily wants to raise awareness of the disparity of wealth in the United States.

September 11, 2011 marked the 10th anniversary of the terrorist attacks of 9/11/2001. This day also marked the opening of the National September 11 memorial in NYC. The last U.S. troops came home from Iraq on December 18, 2011.

Popular British singer Adele has a huge year in 2011 and was nominated for 6 Grammys. Adele's album 21, has reined the billboard charts for 17 weeks and counting.
Jay-Z and Beyonce welcomed a baby girl this year named Blue Ivy Carter.

In July of 2011, the final Harry Potter movie was released, thus marking the end of an era for many of our generation. The film has grossed over a billion dollars to date.

Kim Kardashian had an infamously short-lived marriage lasting only 72 days.

Demi Moore and Ashton Kutcher broke up after 6 years of marriage.

The race to achieve the Republican Presidential Nomination heats up this year because of the upcoming presidential election in November of 2012.
A lot has changed since the first issue of the Trail was published in 1911. What hasn’t changed is the demand for a credible, entertaining and thought-provoking newspaper catering to the Puget Sound community. The Trail is integral not just as a historical record for the University, but for the vibrancy it adds to student life.

In my mind, campus media is equally valuable for the opportunity it provides for students to get directly involved. Each issue represents the collective efforts of over forty student writers and editors, who admirably balance their academic and personal lives with their journalistic commitment. I personally am immensely proud of the effort our staff put forth over the course of the year.

We strove to raise the bar in terms of writing caliber, presentation and the quality of our coverage, and I believe we succeeded on all counts. From marriage equality to liquor laws to an unlikely Puget Sound connection to the late Steve Jobs, we tried to cover issues that were relevant to students in a way that promoted engagement and conversation.

That’s not to say we didn’t ruffle a few feathers along the way. We’ve received both criticism and praise for our coverage of controversial issues on campus, a fact that reflects the diversity of student opinion and the visibility of student media.

Readers expressed agreement, dissent, outrage, and delight with our coverage - we were even accused at one point of promoting a liberal media agenda. But while our coverage may not have always been flattering, popular or convenient, our aim was to be fair, candid and staunchly in defense of journalistic values.

The Trail has been going strong for over a century, and doubtlessly will continue to evolve, inform and intrigue. To my staff, thank you for your effort and dedication. To our readers, thanks for reading.

Zane Muller
Editor-in-Chief
Testing the water

A U.S. National Park Service study found that the water quality of the Puget Sound is improving, but more needs to be done to protect the ecosystem. The study, conducted by the University of Washington, found that levels of certain pollutants have decreased in recent years, but that more action is needed to address other issues, such as non-point source pollution from agricultural runoff.

Conversing candidates

Candidate interviews are an important part of the election process, allowing voters to get to know the candidates and their platforms. The interviews provide an opportunity for candidates to discuss their views on a range of issues, from economic policy to social justice. While the process is not perfect, it is an important step in ensuring that voters have the information they need to make informed decisions on Election Day.

Developer submits plans for Tacoma Wal-Mart

A developer has submitted plans for a Wal-Mart to be built in Tacoma. The plans call for a large store with a parking lot and other amenities. The city council will consider the plans at a public hearing, and residents are encouraged to attend and voice their thoughts.

Gay Marriage

The issue of gay marriage continues to be a contentious one in the United States. While some states have passed laws legalizing same-sex marriage, others have passed laws prohibiting it. The issue has been debated in the courts and in Congress, with no clear resolution in sight.
On April 4th, Carlos Fuentes, an influential and award winning Latin author and activist, gave a lecture on Latin America's voice of magical realism.

On March 22nd, African novelist, Maaza Mengisti gave a free lecture on her book "Beneath the Lion’s Gaze." Mengisti is from Ethiopia and the basis of her book was the effects of Ethiopia’s civil war.

On November 3rd, award winning Marty Essen gave a presentation, "Around the World in 90 minutes." It included a compilation of stories and facts that he learned while writing his book "Cool Creatures, Hot Planet."
On September 13th, Rabbi Steven Greenberg gave a lecture titled "Wrestling with God and Men: Constructing a Queer Orthodox Faith." He talked about his struggle with his religion and sexuality.

On February 1st, long time social activist, political leader, and former president of Bates Technical College, Lyle Quasim '70 was the keynote speaker for Martin Luther King Jr. Day, with his speech, "The Fire Within."

On February 13th, Frank Warren, the creator of Post Secret, and anonymous mail art project, gave a sold out lecture called "The Most Trusted Strangers in America."
Student Art

1. "Zoo" by Amber Catford-Robinson. 2. "It's All News to Me" by Holly Aguiar. 3. "Basket Weaving: A Self Portrait" by Sanford. 4. "B-Cup" by Hannah Johnson. 5. "Las Venitas" by Symantha Lee-Harkim.
This year, the University's Kitterage Art Gallery hosted a wide array of events which showcased both student and faculty artwork. While Kitterage strives to appreciate and celebrate the artistic accomplishments of the UPS community, Kitterage's contribution to a broader cultural community in the Pacific Northwest cannot be ignored.

6, "Untitled" by Michael Johnson. 7, "Striped 1" by Janet Marcavage. 8, "Pool 1" by Elise Richman. 9, "War Bird" by John McCuistion. 10, "Get A Handle on It" by Michael Johnson.
Band
Members of all three choirs performed in Pirates of Penzance in February 2012.

A key part of the Puget Sound Music Department is choirs, the 40-voice Adelphian Concert Choir from which the 16-person Voci d'Amici is selected, the all-female Dorian Singers, and the nonauditioned University Chorale. These choirs perform two to three times per semester. Their repertoires range from Renaissance polyphony to Modern choral music such as Eric Whitacre and "Toy Story 3=Awesome: The Facebook Song." Adelphians and Voci d'Amici are conducted by Dr. Stephen Zopfi and Dorians and Chorale are conducted by Dr. Ann Lyman.

Adelphians Concert Choir performing at the Fall Choir Concert on Oct. 23rd, 2011.
The 40-voice Adelphian Concert choir creates a powerful sound
Foreign Languages and Cultures

The University of Puget Sound offers degrees in five different languages: Spanish, French, German, Chinese, and Japanese. The staff believes that every student should learn at least one foreign culture through its language, as language is an essential part of a liberal arts education. This department offers many ways to learn and cultivate these languages. Classes are offered every semester, with speaking hours set aside each week to ensure fluency in the languages. Each language also has a language theme house in which students can live and learn together.
Humanities

The Humanities program on campus is a growing one. This year they have made a noteworthy change by adding the humanities minor, which will allow more students to explore the discipline. The minor will be composed of several parts including digital humanities—a computer science type course—as well as an experiential component. This allows students to get a broader understanding of what humanities is and how technology is changing it. One of the unique things about the department is their connection to the Humanities Hall. Both the minor and humanities hall are headed by Professor George Erving. The Humanities hall hosts a "Palaver" dinner twice a semester which is an outlet for good food and conversation on a variety of topics. There are usually about 30 people who attend the dinner and 4 different presentations with students presenting, MC'ing, attending, and cooking dinner. The Humanities Department as a whole is comprised of a variety of teachers from many disciplines coming together to teach students about a discipline unique to liberal arts education.
A portion of the Orchestra musicians also played for the popular opera performed early in the Spring semester, *Pirates of Penzance*.
The Symphony Orchestra is directed by the talented and motivated Christophe Changard. It provides an opportunity for more than 50 musically talented students to play and perform together. The majority of the musicians are strings players but there are also woodwind, brass, and percussions.

Photo 1 features the Orchestra performing a Concerto featuring solo vocalist Ariana Winner.
The Math and Science departments work to equip students with the problem solving techniques, logical reasoning and data analysis needed to take on the conceptual problems that affect modern life. Professors in the sciences department encourage students to work both collaboratively and individually to collect and interpret the relevant data needed to simplify real life problems. Critical and analytical thinking is integrated in many courses.
Faculty of the economics department from left to right: Bruce Mann, Garrett Milam, Kate Stirling, Wade Hands, Matt Warning, Doug Goodman, Dave Lewis and Ross Singleton.

Left: Professor Robin Foster during her last semester teaching animal behaviorism and "rat lab". Right: Student Marcus Chen demonstrating neuroscience research for the Weyerhaeuser Grand Opening.
Left: Students learn the inner workings of a local McDonald’s and study hard for class. Bottom: Sociological research trip to Indonesia.

Above: Susan Owen, professor and director of communications studies with an emphasis on film criticism. Left: Students discussing communication theory.
This photo montage is from the Theater Department’s Fall production, Shakespeare’s As You Like It. The production was set in 1960s America, making the ragtag bunch in the forest representative of the counterculture movement. As You Like It was directed by Geoff Proehl with set design by Kurt Walls and costumes by Mishka Navarre. It was performed in October, 2011 in the Norton Clapp Theater on campus. The Spring production, directed by John Rindo, was Mary Zimmerman’s Metamorphoses based on Ovid. Metamorphoses was performed in March 2012.

The theater department consists of Geoff Proehl (chair), John Rindo, Kurt Walls, and Sara Freeman.
Aside from the theater department, each semester students direct a number of one act plays in the Town Crier Speaks Festival, Infinite Monkeys Festival, and the Directing Class One-Acts. Additionally, VAVA puts on Eve Ensler's The Vagina Monologues. On top of all that, many students are involved in a sketch comedy group, Ubiquitous They, known around campus as UT.

The above is from the Theater Department's production entitled "What is Dada?"
Physical Education
Exercise Science

The Physical Education program offers students up to 40 classes ranging from dance, to fitness, to sport skills and recreational activities. The mission of the Department of Exercise Science is to deliver a program that applies the scientific foundation of human movement to help graduate students understand the complex relationships among work, physical activity, health, and realizing human potential.
Sports
Number 19, Sophomore Jeff Walton watches his hit as he heads for first base.

Number 55, Junior Matt Robinson, throws some heat.

Number 35, Senior Will Mentor, rounds third heading for home.
Team

Number 22, Sophomore Chrisian Carter, in his wind-up.

Number 29, Senior Luke Englert, in the stretch.

5, 6, 7, 8 David Pendleton.
Basketball

Basketball is a sport that epitomizes teamwork, endurance, sportsmanship, and commitment to its fullest. In the 2011-2012 basketball season, these qualities were embodied by Logger men and women which, win or lose, positively represented Puget Sound and its values. Great job to the men and women for this season!
Crew Team
Alive, Awake, Alert, and Enthusiastic!

You can always count on the UPS crew team to be Alive, Awake, Alert and Enthusiastic, especially as the Women’s and Men’s teams work hard to prepare for the fast racing in spring. They are excited to challenge the status quo when they travel to the west coast to compete in the championships there. The crew team enjoys erging to quality collections of music from the 1990’s and 2000’s. They practice rowing on the beautiful American Lake, rain or shine.
Stack your turtles on a log, we’ll come by and knock them down! Turtles, Turtles, Turtles, Turtles, Turtles, LOGGERS!!!!

4, 5, 6, 7 Etan Bard. 8 Kenzie Marshall.
The 2011 cross country season went well for both the men's and women's teams. The season opened with the Puget Sound Invite. Junior Carrie Keith came in first out of the Loggers and took seventh in the entire race. Freshman Joshua Seekatz led the men's team and finished ninth in the race. He was one of several freshmen, including Justin Higa, Dylan Hutchinson Enos, Andrew Southworth, Johnny Moore, Molly Bradbury, Laura Leach, and Glynis Bawden, to make their Puget Sound debut.

At the Chuck Bowles Invite in Oregon, Seekatz led the men again, and Molly Bradbury led the women. It was a successful race for many Loggers, as 11 Loggers ran personal-bests. The women's team did exceptionally well at the Boxer Rebellion in Forest Grove, California with three runners, Kathryn Flyte, Molly Bradbury, and Laura Leach, coming in 7-8-9. Both teams continued to achieve personal bests at the NWC Championships in Oregon.

**Top Left:** Seniors Brooke Peaden, Becca Adams, Erin Larkin, and Cara Gillespie.
**Top Right:** Top finishers Laura Leach, Molly Bradbury, and Kathryn Flyte.
**Left:** Start of Men's race at NWC Championship.
Top Left: Women's team at NWC Championship.
Top Right: Josh Seekatz
Left: Matt Klein at NWC.

Above: An NWC Tradition. Right: Senior Andrea Larkin at NWC Championships.
Photos 1, 4 and 5 feature the Willamette Bearcats against the Loggers during Fall Break, which turned out to be one of the home team's closest games.

Photos 2 and 3 feature the Occidental Tigers in the first game of the season.

Senior Ryan Rogers makes his way around an Occidental Tiger.
Football

Above: Sophomore Thiesen Chang makes a run for it with the ball tucked under his arm, during a game against Sewanee.

The men of the football team displayed valiant effort over the course of the 2011 season with only three home games for fellow Loggers to attend.
Golf

Team Roster

Head Coach: Dave Fiorino
Assistant Coach: Sarah Bicker

Men's: Adam Bean '15, Andy Bingle '12, Riley Conlin '12, Ricky Howard '15, Nick Kelley '12, Patrick King '14, Matt Kitto '14, Quentin Morse '14, Karlen Rothenbueeler '12, Derek Wilson '14, Collin Wulff '12

Women's: Carrie Ejdness '12, Ev Grier '14, Melissa Merrigan '14, Molly Nelson '15

Scoreboard

9/17/11 Loss, 304-312
9/26/11 13th
9/27/11 13th
10/2/11 1st

10/3/11 2nd
10/22/11 Men 1st, Women 8th
3/2/12 1st
3/4/12 5th
3/18/12 Men 3rd, Women 4th
Lacrosse

The women’s Lacrosse team is coached by Liana Halstead. They had a great season, and won their game against the Linfield Wildcats. (Pictures 2, 7, 9)
Soccer

The Women's soccer team finished the 2011-2012 season with fourteen wins, and only three ties. This season marked the return of head coach Randy Hanson. He was assisted by coaches Dan Keene, Adrienne Folsom, Kelly Bendixen, Maya Mendoza, and Lance Fischbach.

The UPS Men's soccer team is shown in photo NUMBER as they high-five Linfield after a home game. The final score for this game was 3-0, with a win for the University of Puget Sound. There were no red cards given to either team during this game. Way to go guys! The members shown Sam Naatz, Peter Russell, Connor LaFerrier, Colin McIntosh, Carson Swope, Ryan Rash, Terence Blackburn, David Leslie, J. Marcus Rudd
The Men's soccer team was headed by head coach Reece Olney and assistant coaches Bobby McLaughlin, Byron Conforti, and Greg Swanson. The season ended with eleven wins, six losses, and no ties. The UPS Men's soccer team avoided red cards throughout the season, showing a remarkable display of sportsmanship.
Softball

And it's outta here! Our Lady Loggers Softball team started their season with a home game against Lewis and Clark. Although the game was a nail biter they pulled out a win in the final inning! This season the 12 players under coach Jen Peterson have bonded off the field with many activities that create a stronger team during the game. For these ladies it isn't about the win, but what you learn in the process and the triumphs that aren't reflected in the score. Along with their spring break tour in California with 12 games and a visit to Disneyland, the team engages in a service project to benefit Tacoma every month, the 4th annual alumni game, and Logger Buddies, which pairs teammates to enhance team dynamics. This year 2 seniors, Megan Janes and Aryn Grause, organized the HomeRun Derby to raise money for the Athletic Trainer, Stan Landon, who is battling cancer. These wonderful women are focused on the community and making a difference while improving their athletics during their time here at Puget Sound. As Coach Peterson said "Watching them develop and being a part of their growth and development process each season, both individually and as a team, is an extremely unique experience."
The 12 players on this team have a ton of personality! Their motto this year is "stronger together," and despite injuries and other setbacks out of their control, they have grown as a team.

The "Lanakila" cheer at the bottom of the 7th inning of every game brings up the spirits of the defensive players to finish the game!

5 Chris Spalding. 6, 7, 9, 10 Chris Putnam. 8, David Pendleton.
Swim Team

The 2011-2012 varsity swim team was the 54th in the University's history. The swim team is a tight-knit community of athletes who have come together this past year training and competing together. Coach Chris Myhre remarked that while the team tries to win events and provide entertainment for the University, what really distinguishes them as a team are the shared memories and life lessons they have acquired during their time together.
Warren Asifazadour, Peter Bergene, Nick Burns, Maxwell Cohen, Kalen Dear, Henri DeGroot, Jared Fisk, Derek Frenzel, Adam Ganz, Brian Gerrity, Alec Greenaway, Clayton Jacobson, Aleksander Jeremijc, Teale Kitson, Justin Takeda, Zach Walker, Cameron Walton, Ann Barrington, Rachel Borsini, Claire Diener, Moira Fagan, Cait Farry, Caitlin Fuller, Mackenzie Giusti, Anna Horstkotte, Jessica Jaymes, Mackenzie Kitson, Lauren Kochanowski, Rachel Mendelsohn, Michiela Metzler, Hannah Miller, Nellissa Norrish, Maggie O’Rourke, Molly Richardson, Claire Rogers, Alex Samuelson, Taylor Sands, Sofie Schuman, Katie Shinsato, Maggie Smith, Ali Smith, Mariah Snowden, Sondra Tanji, Hannah Vernon, Madeline Waddell, Mariah White, Tracy Worrall
This season the women's tennis team had a record of 3 wins and 6 losses. They began the season strong with a decisive victory against PLU 8-1, but then were just beaten out for the win by Pacific University with a 5-4 record. The team endured challenging losses against Seattle University, Whitworth, and Whitman, but then managed to turn their losing streak around to beat George Fox University 6-3 and Lewis and Clark College 5-4. The women's tennis team is coached by Steve Bowen.

Team Roster:
Maia Bernick, Holly Dixon, Josie Dow, Allison Embenate, Devin Fields, Marissa Friedman, Jessie Gauger, Jenna Gerdsen, Madison Holtz, Kira Kiersley, Maddie Thiesse, Logan Thompson, Ada Yu.
This season the men's tennis team had a record of 0 wins and 8 losses. They started their season off with a tough loss to Seattle University 9-0. Despite this difficult start to their season the men's tennis team stayed strong and continued to work on improving their game. This hard work was evident when they only lost to Lewis and Clark College by 5 points and even more so when they only lost to Linfield College by 3 points. The men's tennis team is coached by Jake Hobaugh.

Team Roster:
Mike Cutter, Sam Finkleman, Ben Miller, Geore Murphy, Abe Noyes, Jake Peterson, John Stevens, Michael Tieu.
Run Forest Run! Famous words I am sure every runner is tired of hearing, however fitting they are for a Logger. With 51 members the Track and Field team did great this season! There have been many records broken and awards given to this team--too many to include on this page. But one of the things that is most impressive about this team is that a majority of the athletes are involved in another sport or organization. The head coach Mike Orechia has been with UPS for 15 years and is very excited to be coaching yet again. He is assisted by numerous other coaches, many of whom held Track and Field records when they attended Puget Sound. The team's first home meet was on March 3rd, and the campus gave them loads of support as they showed off all their hard work. On top of fitness together and events like the food drive they held in April, leadership is encouraged and at the end of the season a few influential students are voted to serve as Captains.

“ My favorite part about coaching Track and Field at Puget Sound is working with the athletes and watching them attain their goals!” - Mike Orechia
Both the Men's and Women's side have 20 events each making a track meet an all day event. From hurdles and distance, to shot disk and pole vault all events are thrilling to watch!

Assistant Coaches:
Ed Boziano, Randy Moon, Francis Reynolds, Greg Bailey, Frank Prince

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 Chris Spalding.
Volleyball Team

The Logger women’s volleyball team began the season strong with an 11 game winning streak. Despite a few losses they finished strong on November 5th with a win against Willamette, an overall winning record of 18-6. Senior Brynn Blinkenstaff, sophomore Jackie Harvey, and senior Erika Greene were awarded All-Northwest Conference honors. They received first team honors, second team honors, and honorable mention respectively. Additionally, Blinkenstaff reached 1000 career kills in the final game of the season.
Student Theatre Productions

Cast and crew of the Fall 2011 Town Crier show. Town Crier is put on by the Student Theatre Productions Club and features student written and produced single act plays.

Campus Films

The Campus Films club provides a popular movie viewing for students to attend at the affordable price of $1. Events are held in Rausch Auditorium and refreshments are always available.
Ubiquitous They is the campus sketch comedy troupe that performs in the Rendezvous in the basement of WSC every week. Pictured is a performance from October 21, 2011.
Psychology Club

Psychology club is a student club for students of all majors and backgrounds to come together and learn about psychology with activities, lectures, and field trips. The picture to the left shows a club field trip to the University of Washington Infant Primate Research Lab, where the club toured the facilities and learned about the types of medical and psychological research they are doing with macaques. The club also discussed the ethics of animal research.

Nerf Club

What is Nerf? Nerf is a great amalgamation of the releasing of one’s inner child combined with exercise, fun, and capture the flag. And also, the propelling of foam projectiles at one another. Remember those toy blasters you played with when you were little? That’s what we use. We horde them, loan them at matches, and fun ensues.
Garden Club

The Garden Club maintains and cares for the school garden located on 17th and Alder. The club has seven raised beds, a compost, blueberry and raspberry bushes and other fruit trees! All of the food is open and free to students regardless of whether or not they participate in Garden Club. Garden club is apart of the greater Puget Sound mission devoted to creating an environmentally firnedly comunity.
Bluesion Dance Club

The Bluesion Dance Crew offers students at the University of Puget Sound the opportunity to come together to learn and practice different dance styles, such as ballroom, tango, and swing.
ANIME CLUB is a gathering of students from all different academic backgrounds all FIRMLY DEDICATED to the cause of INTERGALACTIC JUSTICE. Each week we embark on a new adventure in lands of MYSTERY AND INTRIGUE, equipped with such powerful weapons as LOVE, FRIENDSHIP, FANGIRLS, GIANT ROBOTS and a healthy dose of CAPSLOCK. Fueled by Japanese candy and the power of our BURNING SOULS, ANIME CLUB will wave its collective hand to ensure that OUR HOME GALAXY forever rotates at a PLEASANT RATE!

Amnesty International

The Amnesty International club helps spread awareness about and help combat human rights violations around the world. Our club collects signatures for petitions, attends protests, writes letters to prisoners of conscience and raises money for Amnesty International (the NGO). Participation in this organization has been great!
Cirque Du Sound

We are the Circus Club for the University of Puget Sound. Juggling, acrobatics, clowning and contortion all happen here!
Habitat for Humanity

Habitat for Humanity was chartered on the UPS campus in December of 1991 as the 100th campus chapter in the nation. Their purpose is to support, teach, fundraise and build for the Tacoma/Fierce County community through their Habitat for Humanity affiliate. They want to combine their efforts and band together to provide those in need with adequate housing.

Above and right: students try their hands at painting to help the Tacoma Community.

Got Word?

"The Bible strengthens our bones-our relationships with God. It's important to spend time with friends and other students to talk about what it contains and how it applies to our lives. So, every Tuesday evening, we have dinner and drink lots of milk together. And by milk, we mean Scripture. Well, we don't drink it, we read it. Got word?" - Jan Biernacke, Got Word President.

1, 2 Hope Shaffer. 3 Elizabeth Basante
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Needlecrafts for Charity promotes sustainable sewing, knitting and crocheting for fun and for charity.

Veggie Might

Veggie Might unites vegetarians, vegans, and all students who have an interest in eating and living healthy. With cooking nights, going out to restaurants, and discussions, anyone is sure to have a great time.
Puget Sound Outdoors
Puget Sound Outdoors (PSO), provides opportunities nearly every weekend for students to get off campus and enjoy the Washington outdoors. All trips are organized and led by students. Trips range from hiking and backpacking to surfing, rock climbing, kayaking, biking, and blueberry picking.
Crouch, touch, pause, engage. These rugby terms may be foreign to you unless you have been to a rugby game on Todd Field. The Puget Sound Mens Rugby team is a close knit group of men. As Captain Gain Beaudry '12 said “There is a global community among rugby players, I can travel anywhere and be a part of the local rugby community!”. After every game the boys had a social with the other team, a tradition in the sport. With their coaches Tobin Rops and Mark Sullivan the team has grown to over 40 players this season as well as continuing the fall sevens team. This sport is a sight to be seen and is always open for those who are adventurous enough to try!
Men's Ultimate Frisbee

The Puget Sound Men's ultimate team, The Postmen, had about 40 members this year. With Captains Ky Lewis, Luke Jesperson, and Spencer Sheridan leading the way, the team traveled to many tournaments in Washington, Oregon, and California. As Frank Mark Frank (Mark Janzer '13) said, "Frisbee seems to emphasize fun without taking away from hard work and accomplishment!" Although frisbee is a club here on campus, boys practice hard to become athletes. "We're a bunch of fun loving guys who spend way too much time throwing around a piece of plastic," says Junior Jonas Cole. The community which the sports fosters is unlike many, welcoming anyone to join this fast growing sport!

Top Right: The Postmen!
Top Left: The B team!
Left: Sam Berkelhammer '12
Below: Game time!
Right: Jonas Cole '13 blocking the path.

As co-captain Serena Berkowitz said "It's the spirit of the game that I love," and these ladies have it! The women's ultimate team, Zypher, has worked hard this year to find games with other teams. They had a scrimmage against Corvallis, and an "Olympic" themed one against PLU. Before the games the girls bond as a team and make t-shirts and hangout. They also bond with their opponents before and after every game, making everyone feel included and making new friends!
Repertory Dance Group is a group of students, of all levels, who basically just wanna dance! They put on two shows a year with pieces from Bollywood to Lyrical to Brazilian to Hip Hop. This fall’s show, “It’s Your Life,” was a great success. They have over 200 members and are constantly trying to find new people who share their appreciation of dance. They donate all proceeds from concessions to Arts Corps and have managed to provide 1,000 hours of dance classes to kids all over!
Clubs
A shy drag king performs with his security broom for the third year.

The G Phi G's show of their Gangsta's side.

A Diva-off between two unsuspecting audience members to the Spice Girls' Wannabe proved to be just as entertaining as the planned acts.

Scarlett Flow gave a spectacularly unique performance as one of only two Drag Queens.
On Friday, March 23, B-GLAD held their 10th annual Drag Show with the help of VOX, VAVA and RDG. It was in the Field House for the first time, hosted by Seattle's Geisha Starr, to an audience of over 500. The show featured dance and Lip Sync acts as well as student drag queens and kings and was a huge success.

Chelsea Schnapps lit up the stage with both her voice and unique costume.

The Real Deal Goodies (officers and coreographers of RDG) shook their 'buns'.

A young Cher sang her heart out with two beautiful performances.
American Medical Student Association

Presidents: Stephen Reller and Maya Heck

AMSA is a club of students considering a career in healthcare fields. They bring in health care professionals to speak to their members, practice interviewing and visit the UW medical school.

Dental Club

President: Rochel Burke

The Dental Club is an organization of students looking to pursue careers in the field of dental health. They work to motivate each other and to share their knowledge of the dental health field.

Phi Eta Sigma

President: Bailey Bartlet

Phi Eta Sigma is the National Honor Society. Their goal is to encourage and reward academic excellence among first-year students in institutions of higher learning.

Mortar Board

President: Hallie Conyers

Mortar Board promotes scholarship, leadership and service and recognizes students who embody these values. They sponsor Last Lecture and a blood drive and put on events such as film discussions and trips to local museums.
Future Animal Health Professionals

President: Maria Sokova

The Future Animal Health Professionals club provides guidance in class choices, résumé creation, and the application process to students who are looking to go into the field of animal health.

Collegiate Washington Music Educators Association

Presidents: Amy Polete and Jason Lazur

CWMED works to give music education students the opportunity to network with local teachers and learn from their experience. They also work on skills that will help them be better educators and attend the statewide Music Education conference each year.
Minnesota Club

Minnesota Club is a community of Minnesotans and Allies of Minnesota who come together to celebrate their love of lakes, loons and hot dish. It provides the campus with mid-western themed events and activities (such as apple picking, butter carving, and hot-dish making) and spreads Minnesota Nice across campus.

Founding Members: Ian Fox - President
Laura Richardson - Vice President
Emily Menk - Historian
Fallon Boyle - Treasurer
Sean Tyree - Event Coordinator
Professor David Andresen - Faculty Advisor
C/Hispa

The Community for Hispanic Awareness represents the Latino and Hispanic population of Puget Sound and their allies. C/Hispa welcomes all students who would like to learn about Hispanic culture to take part in their organization. Beyond that, C/Hispa values the experiences of all Student Diversity Center clubs and strives to work collectively to alleviate injustices.

DID YOU KNOW?
The name of this club "C/Hispa" is a play on words? In Spanish, the word hispa means spark, like the one that is seen when lighting a fire.

Club Members: Karen Valle, Micheal Piper Cair Ortiz, Michelle Barreto, Jeremy Guwinner, Jeann Stevins, Michael Leventon
Lighthouse is a community for those who want to find greater depth and trust in Christ, as well as a place to belong and feel accepted. It's the kind of group where you can be who you are -- flaws and all -- without any fear of judgment... because if it weren't that kind of place, none of us would be able to fit into it. The group was very excited by their growth this year and has participated in many events including weekly meetings of both big groups and core groups as well as tutoring and monthly dinners.

1 David Pendleton. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Lighthouse
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is a club all about challenging coaches and athletes on the college level to use the powerful medium of athletics to impact the world for Jesus Christ. Club President Trevor Horn states that "We focus on serving local communities by equipping, empowering, and encouraging people to make a difference for God." Their club motto is "Teamwork makes the Dream Work."
French Club

The Puget Sound French Club unites all students interested in French language and culture. All levels are welcome, you don’t have to speak any French to participate in activities. Club events include cooking nights, playing French board games, and going out to French restaurants.

Left: French Club members Grant Harmsen and Dwight Sanders say “Cheers!” for the camera at a local French restaurant, La Creme Brulee.

Asian Pacific American
Hui O Hawaiʻi

Hui O Hawaiʻi is one of the largest clubs on campus. It is open to both students from Hawaiʻi as well as those interested in learning about Hawaiian culture, and is a great opportunity to meet new friends. The club also hosts one of the biggest events held on campus, the annual Luʻau.

Right: Male and female students perform the couple's dance in Hui O Hawaiʻi's spectacular Luʻau.

Student Association

The Asian Pacific American Student Association, known as "APASU" for short, offers students of Asian Pacific descent and others who want to learn more about Asian culture a place to gather and hold discussions as well as fun activities. They host many events in the Student Diversity Center that are both fun and educational.
Garden Level

The men of Garden Level are overflowing with their amazing voices and sweet smiles.

Members: Aaron Altabet, Colin Behl, Cody Cooley, Dylan Damonte, Brian Ernst, Sam Faustine, Alex King, Kyle Long, Emerson Quarton, Patrick Schneider, Kyle Sleeper, Brian Stoops, Tristan Zielinski

Members: Abby B Robbins, Aidan G Meacham, Austen M Harrison, Brooke K Yokoyama, Bryan T Soto, Chris E Lauth, Christopher E Hanefeld, Chynna L Spencer, Jason H Nguyen; Kyle R Erickson, Laura Larson, Libby N Orrick, Madison J Genovese, Matt B Zawortink, Mercedes K Curran, Olivia M Perry, Rayne D Ellington-Lawrence; Tony M Charvoz
What She Said

The lovely ladies of What She Said adore singing together but occasionally enjoying showing off something other than their voices.

Underground Sound

The unique mixed voices of U Sound spend as much time singing as they do trying to grow mustaches.
Langlow

Nicknamed "Club Low" by some of its residents, Langlow is the honors house, home to 14 freshmen and one totally awesome RA, Madison Brown-Moffit. As the honors house, Langlow plays host to many different events throughout the year. This year, Langlow hosted its last annual Haunted House, themed around Alice in Wonderland gone wrong. Langlow also hosts the annual Honors holiday party as well as many different events throughout the year. The group has really bonded this year, hosting movie nights every weekend for anyone who wants to come over and watch.
Fraternities

The Fraternities at the University of Puget Sound are a very active part of the community, engaging in a number of services including volunteering at the American Heart Association’s Heart Walk, Local Community Clean ups, as well as blood drives. The primary purpose of fraternities is to foster community and brotherhood between its members as well as values specific to each fraternity.
The UPS Sororities - Alpha Phi, Pi Beta Phi, Gamma Phi Beta, and Kappa Alpha Theta
UPS Greek Life is founded upon the "Four Pillars": Leadership, Scholarship, Service and Tradition.
German House

Art Abode

Harry Potter House

Japanese House

Spanish House
Creativity Cottage

Chinese House

The Lodge

French House

Broadway House

Nom Nom House
FLAC House

Below, FLAC residents flee the tiny but vicious barbecue that has taken up residence beneath the bushes next to the front stairs. Where did this tiny barbecue come from? Only the students of FLAC know for sure. However, when asked to comment, they were running to quickly to speak. Perhaps this tiny barbecue was once used by the residents to cook some tiny hotdogs, and overstayed its welcome. The only thing we can know for sure is that the residents of this house might forever live in fear of this petite grill.
Love Your Body House

Cottage Industry House

Live Green House

Hale House
WARM BEVERAGE HOUSE

ROFL HOUSE

TRACK & CROSS COUNTRY HOUSE

OUTHAUS

OT/PT HOUSE
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1 Kusler Kusler. 2 Sohan Punatar. 3 David Pendleton.
Anderson/Langdon Basement Residents

Seward Basement Residents

Register Basement Residents
Above: Trimble Forum where many events are held throughout the year.
Above Right: Todd/Phibbs on a beautiful fall day, taken from the new commencement walk.
Right: Schiff Hall, The outdoor living dorm.

Far Left: Anderson/Langdon Hall
Left: Harrington Residents by the fireplace.
Top Right: Seward First Floor and Garden Level Men after No Shave November.
Middle Right: A/L residents at a floor meeting.
For Right: Resident Opening the door into Seward.
Bottom Right: Regester residents, their motto is "Regester: Where Everything's NORMAL".

The Diversity of each floor can be felt by walking through any one, from outdoor living to healthy options there are great options for all residents on campus.
First Floors of all Residence Halls

The first floor of every residence hall provides the entry way into the environment of each unique hall on campus. The point of entry and exit of every dorm is on the first floor fostering interactions between all who are a part of residence life. With facilities from kitchens, to Trimble Forum, to dorm rooms of students, the first floors are always a busy places on campus.

The Resident Advisors for the first floors are as follows:

- Anderson/Langdon = Chloe Wallace
- Harrington = David Oksner
- Schiff = Amy Stromme
- Todd/Phibbs = Sophia Ropers and Phoebe Smith
- Regester = Abigail Dehner
- Seward = Sohan Punatar
- University = Brianna Standlee
- Smith = Aly Gourd

Thank you for all your hard work!
Residence Halls

Trimble

Resident Assistants:
Craixtha Acheson and Amy Ferguson

Todd/Phibbs

Resident Assistants:
Casey Krolczyk and Lindsay Hammond

Regester

Resident Assistant:
Frank Walter
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Second Floors

Seward

Resident Assistant:
Katie Mihalovich

Harrington

Resident Assistant:
Sophie Diepenheim

Schiff

Resident Assistant:
Amy Stromme
"I love my floor, but I think one of my favorite things is that they all have a great sense of humor and all are very talented."
- Morgan Hellyer, Harrington Hall RA

"My favorite thing about my floor is my goofy residents who crack me up."
- John Stevens, Seward RA

"One of my favorite things about my floor is that my residents spend time together in the lounge."
- Dylan Russom, Todd/Phibbs RA

"Regester 3 is like a family we fight, laugh, cry and just hang out together."
- Corinne Keer, Regester RA
Residence Halls

"My personal favorite thing about my residents is how friendly and energetic they are - one of them always puts a smile on my face whenever we talk!"
- Emmy Masangcay, Anderson/Langdon RA

"I love the energy that each resident brings to the floor! The dynamic is supportive and yet independent, but we can laugh about almost everything! Thanks for a great year Third Floor Trimble!"
- Kathryn Ginsberg, Trimble Hall RA

"One of my favorite thing about my floor is that it is one of the most awesome, friendly and welcoming floor on campus; everyone on this floor is very involved in leadership positions on campus and I'm really proud of them."
- Thien Vu, University Hall RA

"My favorite thing about this floor is all of the notes that people post on each other's doors."
- Jaki Nestor-Gatlin, Smith Hall RA

7, 8, 9 Chris Putnam.
Sohpia Aandahl

Of our sweet little girl
We're as proud as can be
She's gotten straight As
She's helped those in need

She summited Kili,
She kicked butt in class
She helped heal the sick
The journey was a blast!

Elizabeth Basanti Bail

Congratulations!
You never feared to take on a challenge--the Best in the West and all the Rest!

Love, Mom

Elizabeth Baslto

Congratulations!
We are so very proud of you, not only for your graduation but for being such a wonderful caring person. We know you will continue to be amazing in all you do!
All our love
Mom, Dad and Lisa

Natalie Beauregard

Congratulations, Natalie!
We are so very proud of you. You are the best!

Love you lots and lots,
Mom, Dad, and Sadie
Congratulations Craig, We Love You, Mom, Dad and Court

Susanne Congress

Best Wishes to Susanne Congress and the Class of 2012!

Love,
Mommy, Barry, Katie, Elana, Nanny and Evelyne

Katie - From the BLP to Tai Chi, we know that Puget Sound has prepared you well! Congratulations Beast!

With Pride & Love,
Mom & Dad

Katie Crane
CONGRATULATIONS!
We are proud of your accomplishments in the last four years from an excited freshman registering for your classes to a confident graduate presenting your thesis project samples in the lab.

Love and hugs,
MOM & POP,
RAHUL, SHEENA,
ANGELI, ROHAN

Gita Datt

"Success isn’t a result of spontaneous combustion. You must set yourself on fire." A. Glasgow

Congratulations Alec! We are very proud of you. You’ve built a bonfire! Keep it burning...
Mom, Dad, and Claire

Alec Dimario

"If I cannot fly, let me sing."
~Stephen Sondheim

Robyn—You fill our lives with beauty, song and a vision of the world, hopeful and unique.
Be wonderful.

All our love,
Mom, Dad and Cole

Robyn Davis

Rosemary Dinkins

Rosemary,
Excellence is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention, sincere effort, intelligent direction, skilful execution and the ability to see obstacles as opportunities.
~Unknown~

Continue to dazzle us!
You’re amazing just the way you are. You bring so much light and love to everyone through your expression. Congratulations on a fabulous achievement. We love you, we support and we bless you.

Love Mom & Dad

Congratulations!!!

We are so proud of you. As a man thinketh, so is he (Proverbs 23:7) Always remember you are beginning another phase of your life’s journey— you choose you path...

Success comes in the pursuit of your dream. Live your life with hope, faith and love. Most importantly believe and enjoy what you are doing, all else will fall into place.

Love you,
Brenda, Berika, and Malik, and (grandmom and dad), Helen and Andrew Collins

Congratulations Emily and the Class of 2012.

We are so proud of you!

Love from the whole family back in "Jersey"!
Congradulations Mikael.

we are so proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Christian

Mikael Ferm

You blazed your trail
dared to do
what you feared
and inspired us
to do the same

Love,
Mom, Dad & your Ohana

Tiana Fernandez

Congradulations Chandler Fox

You ileaeel your trail
dared to do
what you feared
and inspired us
to do the same

Love,
Mom, Dad & your Ohana

Chandler Fox

Congradulations Adam Spencer Ganz

We are proud of what you have done at
University of Puget Sound academically
and athletically and most importantly
who you are.

All our love and hopes.
Mom, Dad, Emily and Monte

Adam Ganz

Congradulations Chandler on your
graduation. Dad and I are so proud
of your accomplishment and of the
wonderful person you have grown to be.
You are sweet, smart, wonderful, talented
person. Now go start your life. Know we
love and believe in you!

Mom and Dad

Chandler Fox
Marilyn Guapp

Congratulations to the New Mexican Loggers!

From: Robin Guapp and Gloria Birkholz

Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail. ~Ralph Waldo Emerson

Congratulations on your journey. We are so proud of you and your many accomplishments.

Much love, joy, and success,
Your Alaskan Family

Jorden Greiner

Adam Guzek

Dear Adam, we are very proud of all that you have accomplished at UPS. What wonderful memories you have to take with you! We wish you many blessings as you continue your journey after UPS. Way to go! Congratulations!

Love Dad, Mom and Ethan

Jessie,

You truly are so beautiful, talented, brilliant and amazing. You did not waste one minute and were brave enough to go outside your comfort zone making great memories, great friends and the most out of your college experience. Your tremendous determination, prayers, hard work and never give up attitude found a way where there was no way.

*You have changed your stars*

Congratulations!!!

We are so proud of you!!

All our love, Mom & Dad

Jessie Olivia Holbrook
Laura Hollister

You have grown so much since that first September when we took you to your school. We know that whatever challenge you face, you will meet it with the same enthusiasm that has made you a wonderful daughter and student.
Love, Mom & Dad

Maxwell Honch

"The journey of a thousand miles begins under one's feet."
Lao Tzu

Congratulations on your accomplishment!
Love, Mom, Dad & Sam

Dear Alex,

You are well on your way to this goal.

Congratulations and we love you,
Mom, Dad and Lea

Alex Kaminstein

Caroline Kellough

Congratulations Little Sister!
You are ready for a great ride!

From your loving family: Bill, Sara, Annie, Matt, Rodrigo, Billy and Chloe
Congratulations on your graduation!
we are so proud of you!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Erin Ann Laurie

Jason Lazur

Two thumbs up,
we are so proud,
Graduation is here...
Time to cheer out loud!

Looking forward to see,
what's next in store,
No matter what...
we couldn't love you more!

Jason

Here's to
the future.

Dad, Mom,
Emily, Minda,
Ginger and Sage

Jason Lazur

Congratulations
Andrea
we are so
proud of you
and all of your
accomplishments.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Alexander

Andrea Leiken

Rose Marie Spencer Leslie

Dear Ene Coo,

Happy Graduation
Day to our favorite
pannefuchsen,
Pancake!! We are
so proud of your
accomplishment. May
the joie de vivre and
Minnesota stamina
imprinted in your
genetic code hearten
all your endeavors!

Love always,
Your Ene Family
Congratulations Jacqueline!

We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments.

We wish you continued success in the road ahead.

Mom, Dad, Lance

Jacqueline Mathes

Maria Montzka & Elayna Zammarelli

Congratulations Maria and Elayna!

The world awaits!

Love, your families.

Kristine, 

Congratulations on a fantastic four years at UPS! 

GO LOGGER’s Lacrosse.

Love Kevin and Dad

Kristine Morris

Will Pearson IV

Well done Will!

We knew you could do it.

Love Mum & Dad
Con:JNZCal aiionS
411,'.
We are So proud
of you.
--Charles Bukowski

Evan Pearson

Cheers to our math wiz and four years of memories and friendships that will last a lifetime...UPS volleyball, Pi Beta Phi, Mortar Board Society, University of Edinburgh Study Abroad Program and the gang on North Puget Sound Avenue! We love you and couldn’t be prouder!

Love, Mom, Dad, Whitney & Sean

Katie Regan

Allison Phillips

Congratulations Alli!
We are so proud of you

Love,
Mom, Dad and
Tim

Amy Roll

Amy, we sent you off with the hope of more beginnings than endings." At Puget Sound you have certainly lived up to that. This chapter is ending but we know you will continue to have many more beginnings. We are so proud of you.

Love, Mom & Dad
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Bryce Rogers
We are so proud of you Bryce! Your talents are multifaceted. You have worked hard at UPS, and you have cultivated many interests and friendships. You are fashioning a life filled with great promise and possibilities.
Love, Mom & Mark

Isn’t it strange how princes and kings, and clowns that caper in sawdust rings, and common people, like you and me, are builders for eternity? Each is given a list of rules; a shapeless mass; a bag of tools. And each must fashion, ere life is flown, a stumbling block, or a Stepping-Stone.
~RL Sharp

What a thrill it has been to watch you meet all of the challenges of these last four years, see you accomplish your goals and become an independent, strong, and confident young woman.

We raise the Goblet of Rock and toast your success. Bravo!

Mom, Dad, & Esther

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams" - E. Roosevelt

Helen Shears

Create the life you wish to live and keep reaching for the stars! Congratulations, Julie on 4 fabulous years at UPS.

Love,
Mom, Bob & Christie

Julie Swinson
Jessica Spevak

Congratulations Jessica
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams". You have achieved so much because you believe in yours. I am proud beyond belief of all the 'Magic that is you'.
Love, Mom

Ryan Taniguchi

"Baby Bubba"

Congratulations on all of your accomplishments at Puget Sound. As you embark on your next journey know that our love and support will always be with you.

We love you, Amanda ('10), Mom, Dad, Grandma and Grandpa

Ashley Teets

My Beautiful daughter,
You bring such joy to my life. You are my best friend. Everyone wants to leave a legacy, something to be remembered for, you are mine. Your beautiful, inside and out, your compassion, your courage, everything that you are inspires me everyday. Instead of me teaching you, you have taught me.


In this life, my wish for you is to find comfort, security and experience love, happiness, and joy.

I am so very proud to have you as my daughter. I love you with all my heart.

Love, Mom
Shana Rei Tsukiyama

Shana, there is no way to express how proud we are of you & your accomplishments, in spite of some very real challenges (you know these challenges, just prepare you for the real world, right?)! Can't wait to see where you land...IMHD!

With aloha, Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS!!
You and Peppermint did it!
We LOVE you and are so PROUD of you.
Mom, Dad, Jeff and Jerris

Elayna Klampe Van Hess

We're so proud of your accomplishments over these past four years, and we're so happy that you've enjoyed your experience at UPS. Good luck on a great future!

Love,
Dad, Mom and Tiffany

PAC Rim

CONGRATULATIONS PACRIMMERS on your journey accomplished

Kristi-bu
we love you

Professor Benard-Lisa-Aleisha-Neema
THANK YOU
--Team Visser

Anthony Warnmuth
CONGRATULATIONS, CORRIE!
We are so proud of you and of your accomplishments!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Caitlyn

Corrie Wong

Congratulations
Well done, we are so very proud of you.
We love you, we like you,
Mom, Dad and Russ

Dana Zillgitt
Thanks for
the Memories!
On the second morning back from what was surely a restful winter break as students awoke, bright-eyed and eager to learn, they were greeted not by the traditional Tacoma drizzle, but an unexpected snowstorm. With classes canceled, students amused themselves by frolicking in the snow, making snow sculptures, or hiding in the safety of their rooms. As day two of Snowpocalypse 2012 rolled around, campus was encased in a thick layer of ice. Students and tree branches alike tumbled to the ground. The University of Puget Sound community emerged victorious as the temporary winter wonderland melted away and life went back to normal.
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Parting Words

As another year draws to a close I want to take this opportunity to thank all the amazing people who made the 2011-12 yearbook possible. I would first like to thank the administrative team of ASUPS, without whose support this book would not have been possible.

Next, I would like to thank the wonderful and talented photographers at Photo Services. A great yearbook needs great photos, and you provided us with just that. Along with that I must also thank Jane Cornell for facilitating the acquisition of our yearbook’s visual elements.

Most of all though, I must thank my brilliant and dedicated staff. You put together all the puzzle pieces to make a beautiful picture. I thank you for bringing your unique styles and tastes to this book; it is both unique and awesome. I thank you for staying on top of deadlines and working as diligently as you did. You were a dream team if ever there was one.

And last but most definitely not least I would like to thank the students of the University of Puget Sound. You create the rich, diverse, unique, awesome environment that gave our staff great material to work with. You all make the book. Congratulations to the class of 2012, we’ll miss you!

Have a great summer,
Henry Babbitt-Cook
Editor-in-Chief
Colophon
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